uShaka Sea World Education

Teaching with Thandi

Ocean acidification experiment
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Ocean Acidification
Our oceans cover 70% of the globe. This provides a large surface
area for carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to be absorbed. The
ocean is a carbon sink, and again this is a natural and
important process.
However, with the increase in carbon dioxide due to the
burning of fossil fuels, more carbon dioxide is being
absorbed into the ocean, changing the chemistry of the
water. This process is known as ocean acidification. As the
carbon dioxide is absorbed into the water, it combines with the
water to make carbonic acid. Although carbonic acid is a weak
acid, it starts to dissolve the shells of marine organisms. This makes
them weak and vulnerable. In fact, any organism that has calcium in its structure is affected.
This includes coral reefs, snail shells and the exo-skeletons of crabs.

How Ocean acidification happens
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An experiment to demonstrate this
PART A - Exploring the link between shells
		
dissolving and acidic water
Method
Fill a glass with water.
Test the pH of the water using litmus paper – note that it is neutral
(neither acid nor base).
Add vinegar to the water.
Test the pH of the water using litmus paper – note that it is acid.
Drop the shell into the water and leave it for a few minutes.
Observe what happens.
Results
The shell begins to give off bubbles.
There is a hissing sound made by the bubbles.
The shell starts to develop holes.
Conclusion

What you need:
1 jar
Tap water
Litmus paper
Vinegar
Shell
2 Glasses
Tap water
pH indicator
Straw
Paper for labels
Pen or marker

When a shell is put into acidic water it dissolves (breaks down).

PART B - Exploring the link between CO2
levels and the acidity of water
Method
Fill both glasses with water and write a number label for each glass.
Use the pH indicator to see the acidity level in Glass 1.
What colour is the water? What is the likely pH? Write it on the label.
Blow into Glass 2 through a straw for a minute.
Use the pH indicator to see the acidity level in Glass 2.
Write it on the label, and compare the two readings. What do you notice?
What colour is the water? What is the likely pH?
Results
The water in the two glasses was a different colour after we added the pH indicator.
The water we blew into became more acidic.
Conclusion
When CO2 is added to water, the water becomes more acidic.
Therefore, CO2 that is produced by factories and enters the
ocean turns the water in the ocean more acidic.
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